1. Is the above residence (a) a private dwelling (b) flat (c) apartments (d) boarding or lodging home?

2. (a) Are you the sole occupier? If not……………………………………………………………………...
    (b) What other tenants are there in the same building?........................................................................

3. (a) What is the rental and annual value of the premises?.................................................................
    (b) How long have you occupied the above premises?........................................................................

4. (a) Of what materials are the premises constructed?...........................................................................
    (b) Is the house detached?.................................................................................................................

5. If the residence is a flat…………………………………………………………………………………………
    (a) Is it self contained?...........................................................................................................................
    (b) Does a servant reside therein?.......................................................................................................... 
    (c) Is a porter regularly on duty at the main entrance...........................................................................
    (d) Are glass panels in front door or there is a fanlight above the door?..................................................
    (e) What is the nature of the locks?........................................................................................................
    (f) Are premises occupied by someone during the daytime?............................................................... 

6. Is any trade or professional or manufacture of any kind carried on…………………………………………
    (a) Is any part of the above premises?.................................................................................................
    (b) Is any part of the adjoining buildings on either side? If so............................................................... 
    (c) How is the dwelling cut from the business portion of the premises?................................................

7. (a) Will the premises be at any time unoccupied?..................................................................................
    (b) If so for how long annually?...........................................................................................................
8. Are the locks bolts and fastenings in a good state of repair?

9. (a) Have you ever suffered loss or damage by burglary house breaking theft or fire? If so, give details mentioning what precautions have been taken to avoid reoccurrence.

(b) Have you ever made a claim under a fire or burglary insurance policy? If so, mention for what amount, against what company and with what result.

10. (a) Are you a present insured loss or damage against burglary housebreaking or theft? If so

(b) In what company?

(c) Have you ever proposed for insurance in respect of burglary? If so, mention for what amount, against what company and with what result.

(d) Accepted with an increased rule or special conditions?

11. Has any company or underwriter ever (a) cancelled or (b) refused to renew a burglary housebreaking or theft policy you have effected or (c) imposed special conditions on renewal?

12. For what amount are the whole contents insured against fire and with what company?

PARTICULARS OF PROPERTY AND ARTICLE TO BE COVERED SITUATION OF THE PROPERTY

1. On household goods and personal effects including furniture wearing apparel linen books cutlery, clocks, China glasses wines cigars musical instruments cycles pictures prints drawings and the like

   GHC

2. On furs jewellery personal ornaments watches and trinkets gold silver and electro plate. No one Article included under beading no 1 and 2 (pianos organs or furniture excepted) shall be deemed to be of greater value than 5% of the total sum insured

   GHC

3. On the following articles not included in the above

   ........................................................................................................................................
   ........................................................................................................................................
   ........................................................................................................................................
   ........................................................................................................................................
   ........................................................................................................................................

   TOTAL VALUE

   GHC

DECLARATION: I hereby declare and warrant that the above questions are fully and truthfully answered that I have not withheld or concealed any circumstances affecting the proposed insurance and I hereby agree that this declaration shall be deemed to be of a promissory nature and effect and the basis of the contract between me and the State Insurance Company and I am willing to accept a policy to the items and conditions prescribed by the company therein and to pay the premium thereon.

Date:........................................Signature.........................................................

Agents Declaration: I have known the proposer for........years. He is of good character and repute said I can recommend the company to issue a policy

Date:........................................Agent’s Signature...............................................

Number........................................

The liability of the company does not commence until acceptance of this proposal has been intimated by the company or official cover note issued.